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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is shown in [4] (cf. also [3]) that by coordinatizing linear manifolds, 
the extension theory of certain closed linear manifolds in Banach spaces 
reduces to matrix analysis. There adjoint spaces, symmetric spaces and self- 
adjoint spaces are characterized via matrix equations (see [4, Theorem 1.71, 
also [3, Proposition 2.3, Theorem 3.11). However, such a characterization is 
theoretical rather than practical because the matrix equations have still to be 
solved. This is particularly evident if N (the total number of boundary 
conditions to start with) is large. 
The aim of this paper is to improve this situation in the case when N ( 00. 
This is done in a way which is applicable directly to the problem involving 
multipoint boundary value problems for ordinary linear differential 
expressions. 
It is pointed out in Proposition 1 that when the underlying space is a 
Hilbert space, the numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of e (see 
below) are closely related with the deficiency indices of an original 
symmetric subspace. In Theorem 3 we give convenient formulas for adjoint 
subspaces. It appears that such formulas have not appeared in the literature 
even in the case when the subspaces arise from ordinary differential 
operators. In Theorem 5 we give canonicalized boundary conditions for self- 
adjoint subspace extensions. This extends Theorem XII, 4.3 1, of Dunford 
and Schwartz [2] from densely defined symmetric operators in Hilbert space 
to symmetric linear manifolds in Banach space (Remark 2.3). In Theorem 7 
we characterize the symmetricity of linear manifolds via ranks of certain 
matrices. The idea of such a characterization seems new in the literature. In 
Section 3 we give an application to ordinary differential operators. 
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We now fix some notation. Let X, and X, be complex Banach spaces. 
Then e denotes the Banach space of all conjugate linear, continuous 
functionals defined on X,. Any element x in X, will be identified as an 
element x* in p* by x*(f) ‘f(x) for all f~ q. Let M be a linear 
manifold contained in the direct sum X, OX,. Then the domain, Q(M), of 
M and the adjoint, M*, to M are defined as follows: 
~(M)={a,EX,~{a,,a,}EMforsomea,EX,}, 
M*=({6,,-b,}IIb,,b,}EX:O~, 
b,(a,) + &(a,) = 0 for all (a,, a,) E M}. 
If a, E .9(M), then 
Ma, = {a, EX*I {a,, a,} EM}. 
When X, =e*, X, =Xy, A4 is termed self-adjoint if M= M*, and 
symmetric if Mc M* (Coddington and Dijksma [ 11). If P is a m X N 
(m < N < co) matrix, then the linear span of the m rows of P will be denoted 
by (P). Thus (P) c CN where any element in CN will be treated as a 1 X N 
TOW vector. For a matrix D, its conjugate transpose is denoted by D*. The 
k x k identity matrix is denoted by Ik. If D, and D, are m X n and p X q 
matrices, then D, i D, denotes the (m +p) x (n + q) block matrix obtained 
by joining the right lower corner of D, to the left upper corner of D,. If D, 
and D, are rn x n and m x p matrices, then [Dl 1 D2] denotes the m X (n + p) 
matrix obtained by joining the right of D, to the left of D,. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR ADJOINT SUBSPACES 
Throughout this section Xi, X, are complex Banach spaces, and To c T, 
are given closed linear manifolds contained in X, 0 X, such that 
Let 
dim(T,/T,J = N < co. 
T,&C”&T$ 
such that (i) B is linear, bounded, onto, B-‘(O) = To, (ii) Bt is linear, w*- 
continuous, onto, B+-‘(O) = c. For construction of such B and Bt, see [4, 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.41, where the general case when N= co is also 
considered. Let C be the N x N invertible constant matrix such that 
- - 
Uad - &(a,) = B(a) W+W* 
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for a=(a,,a,}ET,, b={b,,b,}Ec. When Xr=q*, X,=fl and 
c = T,, let C denote the invertible, Hermitian, constant matrix such that 
a,(b,) - 6, (a ,) = iB(a) qB(b))* 
for a = (a,, a,), b = {b,, b, } in c. For the existence of such matrices, see 
14, Theorem 1.61. Let Q be the N X N invertible matrix such that 
where N, and N.. are the numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of C, 
respectively, ([ 5, p. 841). 
The following proposition was in essence proved in [3, Proposition 2.11. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume further that X, =X,, X, is a Hilbert space, and 
c = T,. Then 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, P will be an arbitrary but 
fixed m x N (m <N) matrix of rank m, and T will be the linear manifold 
between T, and T, defined by 
T= {aE i,IP(B(n))*=O,~,/. 
It is shown in [4] that T is closed, and any closed linear manifold between 
T,, and T, has the above form. 
The main idea of this section is to give explicit, useful formulas for r”. 
This is based on the assumption that we know explicit structures of T,,, T,, 
T,*, T:, B, Bi, C, and C. 
LEMMA 2. Let D be an N x N invertible matrix. Let P be a 6 x N 
(fi < N) matrix of rank r?z. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) lii=N-mm, PD*-‘p*=O mxrit* 
(ii) (P) = (I,,,- D-‘P*(PD*-‘D-‘P*)-‘PD*-‘). 
Proof. Let U be a 6 X ti invertible matrix such that Up( Up)* = I,. Let 
F be a m x m invertible matrix such that 
FPD*-‘(FPD*-‘)* = I,,,. 
Write 
A = FPD*-‘, s=up’. 
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Assume (i). Then the N X N invertible matrix, (“, ), is unitary, and so 
S*S = Z, - A*A. Since rank (S*S) = rii and ($) S*S = (i), it follows that 
(P-) = (S) = (s*s) = (z,b, - A*A). 
Thus (i) 3 (ii) as F*F = (PD*P’DP’P*)-‘. Assume (ii). Then rank (p) 
=ti=N-m as rank (A *A) = m. Now A(Z,-A*A)* =O. Thus 
PD*-‘p” ~0 mx,s as F is invertible, proving that (ii) * (i). 
THEOREM 3. 
r” = (b E T,*((Z,- c~‘P*(Pc*~‘c-‘P*)-‘PC*-‘)(B+(b))* =O,,,}. 
Proof: The proof follows from [4, Theorem 1.71 and Lemma 2 above. 
Remark 2.1. P above is described by N conditions. But there are only 
N - m linearly independent conditions among them as the matrix 
I,-c-‘p*(pc*~‘c-‘p*)-‘pc*-’ 
is of rank N - m. 
LEMMA 4. Let E and F be N x N invertible matrices such that 
F = E*(Ip j- (-IJ)E. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) N=2m, PF-‘P*=O,x,. 
(ii) p=q=m, (P)=([Z,,,IR]E), h w ere R is a m x m matrix with 
RR* = I,,,. 
Proof: Assume (i). Let D be the m X N matrix such that DD* = I,, 
(D) = (PE-‘). Write D = [Dl 1D2], where D, is m Xp and D, is m X q. 
Since the N x N matrix 
is unitary, it follows that D, Df = D, Df = :I,,,. This implies that p = q = m 
as N = 2m =p + q. In particular, D, is invertible. Now 
(PE-‘) = CD) = ([D,ID,l) = WmlRl), 
where R = D;‘D, is unitary. Thus (P) = (I,(R]E), proving that (i) * (ii). 
That (ii) =E- (i) is easy to check. 
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THEOREM 5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) T= F, 
(ii) N- = N + = m, (P) = ([I, ) R IQ), where R is a m x m unitary 
matrix. 
In particular, if one of (i) and (ii) holds, then 
Proof. This follows from 14, Theorem 1.71 and Lemma 4. 
Remark 2.2. By the above theorem there is one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of all self-adjoint subspace extensions of T,, and the set of all 
m X m unitary matrices (2m = dim(c/T,)). 
Remark 2.3. A special case of Theorem 5 coincides with Theorem XII, 
4.3 1 of Dunford and Schwartz [2]. To see this, assume that X, is a Hilbert 
space, and TO is the graph of a densely defined closed symmetric linear 
operator in Xi. Then the natural pairing b(a) on X, @XT (a E X, , b E fl) 
becomes the inner product (a, b) on X,. Let 
C2* = {a E G(c)( ca = f ;a}. 
Assume that dim g+=dim g_<ao, and call it n. Then dim(g(c)/&?(T,,)) 
= N= 2n. Let {@jjl 1<j < n) be an orthonormal basis for 8, , and 
{ wj/ 1 <j < n} be one for %. Define an operator B from a(c) into CN by 
B(Y) = ((YY $4>*Y-Y (Y1 $+?I>*, (Y VI,)*,.-.> (Y, WA*) (1 x N). 
Here for y, z E a(c), (y, z)* E (y, z) + (c y, Qz). Then B defines a c- 
bounded linear operator from g(c) onto CN whose kernel is g(T,). 
Equivalently, if we identify B as an operator defined on T$:, then B is a 
bounded operator from c onto CM whose kernel is TO. We have 
(T$u, b) - (a, cb) = /B(a) c(B(b))* 
for a, b E Q(c). Here in this case 
Thus by the above theorem, any closed linear operator T between T,, and c 
is self-adjoint if, and only if 
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for some n x n unitary matrix (e,). Notice also that the above mentioned 
description in Dunford and Schwartz [2] is not satisfactory for an 
application to differential operators. The reason is that one has to know 
bases for 9X and C9+, and this is extremely difficult for general c (in 
particular, when q is the graph of a maximal ordinary linear differential 
operator). 
LEMMA 6. Let D = I, i (-I,), and write P = [P, IPz], where P, is m x p 
and P, is m X q. Assume PP* = I,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) N< 2m, rank (PDP*) = 2m - N. 
(ii) N < 2m, and there exists a (N - m) x m matrix U such that the 
N x N matrix ( ‘, “, ) is unitary. 
(iii) N Q 2m, p > N - m, q > N - m, and there exists a m X m unitary 
matrix E such that 
E*P,PTE= (h,,,, + O~q-~~-rnwx~q-wrn~~ +Zp-c-m), 
E*P,f’TE = (;L,,) i&v--m, + OQ,-w--m,,x~~--mu. 
In particular, if one of (i)-(iii) holds, then 
N-m<p, 4Gm. 
Proof. Write Mi = P,PT (i = 1,2). Assume (i). Then 
dim(D”‘O(PDP*)) = N - m. Here in general SK” (S c Cm) denotes the 
orthogonal complement of S in C”. Let G be a (N - m) x m matrix such 
that 
(G) = CW(PDP*). 
Let K be a (N - m) x (N - m) matrix such that KG(KG)* = Z,,-m. Let 
U = KG. Then U is (U - m) x m and Uu* = I,+,,,. Now it is easy to check 
that the N x N matrix (L,) is unitary. Thus (i) 3 (ii). Assume (ii). Then 
UM, = UM,, (PD)*PD + (UP)*UP = I,. (2.1) 
Multiplying the latter equation on the left by P and on the right by P*, it 
follows that 
u* U = (I, - PDP*)(I, + PDP*). 
Since PDP*=M,-MMz, M,+M,=Z,, 
u+u=~M,M,=~M,M~. 
(2.2) 
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By (2.1) and the last equation, 
M,M*vf, -M*) = OrnXrn’ 
This can be written as 
Since M,, M, are Hermitian, commuting matrices, they can be 
simultaneously unitarily diagonalized to give real diagonal matrices. It 
follows from (2.3) that 0, +, 1 are the only possible eigenvalues of M, and 
M, (16, Chap. VII]). Therefore there exists a m x m unitary matrix E such 
that 
E*M, E = (:L,) i On,, x,,,> i I,, , 
E*M, E = (:I,,) i I,,,, i O,, Xml. 
Since E is unitary, rank (M,M,) = m,. Thus N - m = rank(U*U) = 
rank@, M,) = m3. Now 
rank(M,)=N-m+m,<p, 
rank(M,) = N - m + m, ,< q, 
and 
P-(N-m+m,)+q-(N-m+m,)=o. 
It follows that 
p=N-m+m 1, q=m,$N-m 2’ 
This proves that (ii) * (iii). (iii) * (i) is trivial. To prove the last part of the 
theorem we go back to the last part of the proof that (ii) + (iii). There 
N-m+m,=p, N-m+m2=q. Thus 
N-m<min{p,q}. 
Now min{p,q}+max{p,q}=p+q=N, and so max{p, 9) = 
N - min( p, q} < N - (N - m). Thus N - m <p, q < m. This completes the 
proof. 
In the following theorem we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
closed linear manifold between r, and 7$ to be symmetric. This is given in 
terms of ranks of certain matrices. 
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THEOREM I. Assume that X, = XT*, X, = fl, c = T,. Then (i) and 
(ii) are equivalent: 
(i) Tc r”. 
(ii) 2m > N and 
rank(PQ’(Z,+ i (-ZNm))Q*-‘P*) = 2m -N. 
In particular, if one of(i), (ii) holds, then 
N-m<,<+, N-<m. 
Proof: Define 8: c + C?’ by B(a) = B(a)Q*, a E 7$. Then Z? is 
bounded, onto and B-‘(O) = T,. Moreover, 
for a = {a,, a,}, b = {b2, b,} in c’, and 
T= {a E CIPQ-‘@(a))* = O,,,}. 
Let S be a m x m invertible matrix such that 
SPQ-‘(SPQ-‘)* =I,. 
Then 
T= {a E GISPQ-‘@(a))* =OmXl}. 
It follows from [4, Theorem 1.71 that (i) holds if, and only if 2m > N, and 
there exists a (N - m) x m matrix U such that the N X N matrix 
SPQ-‘Kv+ + (-In;-1) 
USPQ - ’ 
is unitary. By Lemma 6 this is equivalent to 2m > N, and 
2m -N = rank(SPQ-‘(I,+ $ (-Z,,,))Q*-’ P*S*) 
= rank(PQ-‘(Z,+ i (-I,,,-))Q*-’ P*). 
Thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The last part of the theorem follows from the 
last part of Lemma 6 as rank(SPQ-‘) = m. This completes the proof. 
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3. EXAMPLES 
We will consider the adjoints arising from ordinary multipoint boundary 
conditions for ordinary, linear, regular differential expressions with complex 
matrix coeffkients. We will specify corresponding spaces TO, T,, and 
matrices C, c, and Q, and boundary operators B and B? Since in this section 
TO and T, will be operators, B and Bt will be treated as operators defined on 
the domains of certain operators. 
Let [a, b] be a compact interval. Consider I+ 1 points (I < a,). 
asft,<t,< <t,-b. 
Write 
o=(tjll<j<Z-1). 
Let n be a given positive integer. Let 1 <p, q < co. Let p’ be the dual of p, 
that is, p’=p/(p- 1) if p > 1, and p’= 03 if p= 1. Let L$[a, b] be the 
Banach space of all r x l(r < co) column vector functions defined on [a, b] 
such that (y*y)” is integrable over [a, b]. Let t and tf be the nth order 
differential expressions acting on r x 1 column vector functions y: 
v = 5 P/((oY’k’, 
k=O 
r’y = 2 (-l)k (pk*(t)Jy), tE [a,b]. 
k=O 
Here each pk is a complex, r x r matrix-valued functions of t E [a, b] whose 
entries are k times continuously differentiable on [a, b], and p,(t) is inver- 
tible for all t E [a, b]. Define operators To and T, by 
T,= ~~Y,~~~ly’“~“E~C,,,([a,bl\~),y’“’E~~la,bl~, 
To = { { .Y, s.,v} E T, J.,V’k’(f,j- 1+) = .Yck’(tj -) (3.1) 
=o rX,, 1 <j</, O<k<n- 1). 
Then To, T, are closed in .S$[a, b] 0 2$[a, b], and 
C = (Iy,7’Y}ly’“-“EAC,,,([a,b]\u), 
yen) E Pp, [a, b] 1. 
409/71/2-3 
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Moreover, dim(T,/T,J = N = 2nrl (cf. [ 11). For a r x 1 vector y, let y’ be the 
m X 1 vector: 
Define operators 
where the superscript t denotes transpose. Integrating by parts we see that 
1 b (z*ry - (r:)* y) dt = cB( y) C(Bt(z))* (3.3) (I 
for all y E B(T,), z E G?(c). Here 
I 
SC= @ 
-D(tj-l), OrnXrn 
j=* 0 f-“Xi-n D(tj> ) 
(2nd X 2nrZ), 
where D(t) is the m x rn invertible matrix such that if we regard D as an 
n x n matrix whose (i, j)-entry, Di,j, is an r x r matrix, then 
Di,j(t)= c (-l)k-’ tpC/-i-j+ l))t, i+j<n+l, 
k=i+j-I 
= or,, i+j>n+l. 
(cf. [ll). 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let P be a m x 2nd (m < 2nd) matrix of rank m. Let 
T,, To, B, Bt and C be as (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Then 
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is closed, and 
r” = iiVY cY/ E ~I(~,,,, - C-‘P*(PC*-‘c-‘P-Pc*-y(B+(y))* 
=o }. 2nrix1 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Assume r = 1, ry = y (M. In this case the corresponding C 
in (3.3) satisfies CC* = ZZn,. Consider 
T= ((y,y’“‘}ly’“-‘I E ACd[a, b]\u>, P) E L,[a, b], 
y is continuous at all t E 0. 
Y(fj) = 0, 0 <j < I}. 
Then y E 9( 7) is described by the 21 conditions: 
Y(tj- 1 +) =Y(lj -) = 0 (1 a< I>. 
It follows from Proposition 8 that 
T*= ({Y,(--1)“y’“‘}ly’“-“~AC,,,([a,b]\u), 
y(“) E L,, [a, b], 
Y’&‘(tj_ 1 +) =y’&‘(tj -) = 0, 
O<k<n-2, l<j<l}. 
Notice that for y E .G(r*), y’“-“(t) needs not exist at t E u. Also when 
1 <p< oc), T=P iffn=2. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Assume r = 1, ry =y (‘“), 1 <p < 03. Let E be the n x n 
second diagonal matrix whose (k, n + 1 - k)-entry is (-l)“+ l-k~ Let Q be 
the 4nl x 4nl matrix: 
Then Q is unitary, and the corresponding C in (3.3) coincides with Q* 
(I,,,, -i- (-Z,,,))Q. Define a 4nZ X 1 column vector function V(y) by 
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2”*v(y) = 
(3.6) 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let T, be as in (3.1). Consider 
T- {{y, g~}ly’~-~) E AC[a, b], y(n) E Lc$ [a, 61, 
Y(cj)=or,lY e<.i<z)’ 
Then T c T,, and T is described by r(n(l - 1) + I + 1) conditions: 
Y(lj- 1 +I =YCfj -I= OrX 1 (1 a< 0, 
y ‘k’(Cj +) = y’k’(cj -) (l<k<n-l,l<j<I-1). 
In particular, when q =p’(l <p < co) in order that T = r” it is necessary 
that 7 = 7+ and 1+ 1 = n. If S denotes the above T when I = 1, then it follows 
from Proposition 8 that 
S* = {(y, (-l)“y’“‘}ly is 1 X 1, 
y-l) E AC,,,([a, b]\u), 
L Jn) EL,, [a, b], 
y’k’(t,) = y’k’(t,) = 0 
y’k’(cj -) = yycj +) 
1 <j<Z- l)}. 
(0 < k < n - 2), 
(0 < k < n - 2), 
Moreover, when q=p’(l <p( co), S=S* if, and only if n=2, I= 1. 
Define an operator 
T= {{y, y’*“‘}ly is 1 X 1, 
y’2n-‘) E AC,,,([a, b]\u>. 
y’2”) E L,, [a, b], 
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where R is a 2nl x 2nZ unitary matrix. Since V(y) = Q@(y))* it follows 
from Theorem 5 that T = T*, and any self-adjoint operator T c L,[a, b] 
which is generated by ry =y (2n) by imposing interface boundary conditions 
at t,, t2,..., t, (a = t, ( t, < ... < t, z b) can be written as (3.7) for some 
2nl x 2nl unitary matrix R. As special cases, by taking R = II,,, or 
R = 42,,,, we see that the following operators are self-adjoint: 
{Iy, yc2n) ] ly(2n- 1) 
E AC,,c([a, b]\u>, y(2n) EL,, [a, bl, 
yck’(tjp I +) = 0, yck’(tj -) = 0, 0 < k < n - 1, 
1 <j< I), 
11 YY Y’*“‘l ‘lY(2n-‘) E AC,,,([a, b]\u), y(Zn’ E L,, [a, b], 
Y (n+k’(tj-, +) = 0, y(n+k) (tj-)=O, O<k<n- 1, 
1 <j< 1). 
Notice that in the last example above y’,..., y(‘-r) need not exist at t E u. 
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